
 
 

‘TIME FOR ME TO COME HOME FOR CHRISTMAS’ 
Synopsis 

 
Cara (Megan Park) is in New York to secure a loan for her family business, Stone Bridge 
Preserves, but the banker is resistant unless she trims the workforce and uses machines to 
make her jam.  Cara also pitches an offshoot investment of handcrafted candies, but once 
again, the banker isn’t willing to take the risk.  Now Cara must go home to Oklahoma to break 
the news to her dad, making it an even tougher Christmas since her mother’s passing.  To top it 
off, flights to Tulsa are canceled due to bad weather, so Cara’s been rerouted through Chicago. 
 
Famous country singer Heath Sawyer (Josh Henderson) is in the same boat.  His father just 
passed, and he wants to get home to Oklahoma for his mother.  Making a beeline for the last 
seat in the terminal, Heath settles in, until suddenly Cara is standing over him.  Absentmindedly 
giving her his autograph, Heath is mortified to learn he’s in Cara’s seat, and accidentally spills 
coffee on her.  She rushes off, and later, wearing her ugly Christmas sweater, Cara sees Heath 
in the restaurant, where he introduces himself as Lee, intrigued Cara still has no idea who he is. 
 
Finally on the plane bound to Chicago, Heath sits next to Cara and a little boy, whose father is 
serving in Afghanistan.  Touched, Heath gives the boy his father’s aviator badge, and Cara is 
moved by the gesture.  But when they land in O’Hare, the previous storm is now making it 
impossible to get out of Chicago, and destiny has them staying in the same hotel, where Heath 
buys Cara a hot buttered rum.  As they get to know one another, it’s clear they’ve got 
chemistry, until two attractive women race up asking for Heath’s autograph and begging him to 
play a song.  Reluctantly, he plays on the piano in the bar, only to look up to see Cara is gone. 
 
The next morning, with planes grounded, Cara takes a bus and is surprised when Heath asks to 
sit next to her.  She’s upset, thinking he’s been toying with her, but softens when he explains 
Lee is his real middle name.  She’s also touched when Heath recognizes an elderly couple on 
the bus as an old-time duo his father used to love, and when the bus stops where the duo has 
a gig, both Heath and Cara join them on a country version of “Silent Night.”  Later, while 
waiting for a rental a car that will get them home faster, Heath and Cara participate in the town 
tradition of making snowflakes and wishing on them.  Cara wishes not to lay off anyone, and 
Heath wants to write a song again, something he’s been unable to do since his father’s death. 
 
Finally on the road, the two stop at a store and Cara spots a tabloid linking Heath with a model.  
Crushed, she later confronts him and is happy to learn the model is just a friend.  Closer than 
ever, Heath and Cara finally make it to Tulsa, where Heath meets her dad and unwittingly 
offends him by offering financial help.  It might take a Christmas miracle for Heath and Cara to 
finally find their true harmony, but ’tis the season when many a wish does come true. 
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